Practical Ways to Make
the most of Brand
Limerick

background
The new Limerick brand aims to achieve a lot, with a little. It needs to. Limerick has a rich and
varied story to tell, underpinning the reasons to consider and choose it as a destination, across
multiple sectors.
The Limerick brand seeks to be as relevant for Tourism as it is for Foreign Direct Investment (FDI).
To support Limerick’s significant Higher Education community, while positioning the county as a place
to relocate.
From the outset, it was clear that to build and sustain “Brand Limerick” for the long term, it required
the support and advocacy of local residents and businesses. Limerick has to speak to, and sit
comfortably aligned with, the rest of Ireland as well.
The intention of the new Limerick brand is to achieve this, with a brand idea, simply summed up in
four words, that’s the headline for a visual and verbal “platform” to give Limerick a consistent and
distinctive voice in the world.

Atlantic Edge, European Embrace
The Limerick brand is designed to help communicate a wide variety of messages. Because of this, it is
possible to use it in a number of ways.
To aid its adoption by as many stakeholders and third parties as possible, we will outline three suggested
approaches to incorporate the brand in on-going and tactical communications.
To start with however, it’s important to acknowledge that “Atlantic Edge, European Embrace” incorporates
both rational and emotional aspects of the Limerick offer.
It’s designed to frame and summarise facts about Limerick. But the brand also speaks to an attitude that’s
found across the city and county. As a result, it’s possible to dial up, and down, the elements that make up
“Atlantic Edge, European Embrace”. They are mere shorthand for a great number of supporting “reasons to
believe”, that back up the case for Limerick.

Gold – Full Brand usage
Full usage of the brand makes explicit reference to the words,
“Atlantic”, “Edge”, “European” and “Embrace”, giving broader
meaning to Limerick’s brand positioning and expanding how it is
understood.
It utilises the visual identity of the Limerick brand and signs off
all communications with the AEEE strapline and Limerick logo.
It might also deploy the “Percentage” device developed for
mass communications, quantifying visually what percentage of
any given situation or scenario contains a blend of Limerick’s
edge and embrace.

Gold – Full Brand usage
The Limerick brand in its most comprehensive articulation has
the capacity to say so much.

“Atlantic Edge” – Rational
§ Located on the edge of the Atlantic Ocean, the closest
location in Europe to the Americas.
§ A mere twenty minutes from an international airport with
the fastest European air links to North America.
§ A county straddling the Shannon Estuary; a city whose
identity’s been forged by the tidal river on which it sits
§ ‘Gateway to the Wild Atlantic Way’, Ireland’s foremost
tourism asset

Gold – Full Brand usage
“Atlantic Edge” – Emotional
§ The grit and steeliness you find in the people of Limerick and
feel in the city.
§ The “competitive edge” gained by taking the road less
travelled
§ Optimism, exemplified in the US and by the Irish who
emigrated there from Limerick, to which we lay claim

Gold – Full Brand usage
“European Embrace” – Rational
§ Third largest English-speaking city in the EU
§ Connected to the continent through millennia of history
§ Over 10% of Limerick’s population come from the other 27
EU member states
§ Host of the 2026 Ryder Cup

Gold – Full Brand usage
European Embrace” – Emotional
§ The warmth and friendliness of Limerick’s residents – true
of Ireland, but especially evident in Limerick
§ An openness to the world, and our European neighbours in
particular
§ A tradition of artistic, cultural and intellectual curiosity

There are many, many more things the new Limerick brand helps
to contextualise and connect. Across tourism, business and
education, there are countless additional components of the
case for Limerick.
The flexibility of the Limerick brand means however that this can
be applied, even in its “Gold” standard form,
with a lightness of touch.
As long as the idea of “Atlantic Edge, European Embrace” is
spelt out, even in a limited manner, the power and intent of the
Limerick brand will be harnessed.
“Atlantic Edge, European Embrace” is also meant to future-proof
the city. Whatever changes or events come along, Limerick has
a brand broad enough to adapt.

A case in point is Limerick in the post Covid-19 world. Evidence
shows that people are looking to relocate to places where
population density is lower. Being in the “middle of things” is no
longer desirable. This plays to Limerick’s strengths. Our west
coast location, on the edge of the Atlantic, has profound
relevance today.

So feel free to spot other associations within “Atlantic Edge,
European Embrace” that work for you. Limerick’s brand can be
extended to link your message to our bigger brand thought,
building an idea and identity that serves all who use it.

Silver

Always the spirit, not always the letter

A brand is more than words and visuals. It is also a mark of how to behave.
There will be occasions and opportunities where it does not make sense, or would be over-kill, explicitly to
reference Limerick’s “Atlantic Edge” and “European Embrace’. This could be because there is a tactical
requirement to drive home a headline message that needs to be communicated clearly and without distraction.
Or in forms of communication, like on Twitter, where brevity is everything.

Silver

Always the spirit, not always the letter

Nevertheless, there are attributes of the Limerick brand that will
help us position Limerick consistently, even without the full use of
brand language and visual identity.
AEEE is about a duality – at its simplest, the relationship between
things that are edgy and components that are warmer and make
you feel embraced. Or alternatively, elements that are
connected to the Shannon/Atlantic and those that have a
European dimension.
Comparing and contrasting what you have to offer, ideally, but
not necessarily using “edge” and “embrace” words and imagery,
or the same for “Atlantic” and “European”, is what the spirit of
Brand Limerick is about.

Silver

Always the spirit, not always the letter

Similarly, alluding to things associated with the sea, river or
water, versus the land, built environment, or the product of
the human brain, set up a helpful contrast.
Brand Limerick is flexible and open. But it does provide a way
to discipline your communications so that they echo as
strongly as possible what others in Limerick are doing.
Wherever possible, accentuate two contrasting parts of your
story along these lines, verbally and visually. This means that
even without the use of straplines and Limerick’s brand
identity, your message is still build on the architecture of the
brand.

Of course, if you can use the AEEE end line and brand look,
within this recommended “Silver” approach to the brand, so
much the better.

Silver

EXAMPLE: 50 Days of Summer

Bronze

Attitude Only

“Atlantic Edge, European Embrace” sums up a Limerick way of
being. Positive, helpful, out-going and unexpected. Limerick is
a place that offers people real advantages. The Limerick
brand seeks to embody this same attitude.
As long as what you say and do has these values at its heart,
you are still doing your bit to build Brand Limerick.
Feel free to make use of as many aspects of the Limerick
brand identity as are useful.
But above all, try to convey these qualities – the essence of
what makes Limerick special.

Bronze

Attitude Only

As Limerick organisations, entities or businesses, this
hopefully will come easy. It should be in your DNA.
If it helps, we would suggest asking, “what gives us our
edge? What do we do that brings us closer to the people
we serve?” Answer these questions. Communicate this
truth. And what you do will be brand compliant.
Limerick City and County Council’s “Shop Limerick, Save
Livelihoods” campaign shows a light-touch “Bronze”
approach to the brand in action.

A flexible brand Built for the future
The Limerick brand is here to serve you. It can be as
focused or loose as is useful. It is built of many elements.
Choose what works in any particular situation.
The more components of the brand you deploy, whether
language, the brand “duality” or visual identity, the better.
Most importantly, play your part. Limerick has an
exceptional message to take to the world, and we need all
your support to do this.

Design Principles

Visual Check List
Mandatory: Proposition-led copy
approach
The copy will explicitly include “Atlantic”,
“Edge”, “European” or “Embrace

GOLD: Pure Brand
Mandatory: Brand Fonts
Palanquin (body copy) and FS
Industrie (headline) are the
Limerick fonts.

Mandatory: AE/EE Logo
The gradient version of the master logo
must always be present. The secondary
versions can be used if the legibility is
compromised.

Mandatory: Brand Colours
When using the brand’s typography and
graphic elements, we should always employ
the Limerick colour palette (Consult the
brand guidelines).

Mandatory: Edge/Embrace Imagery
Photography should always aim to capture elements of
“edge” or “embrace”. Ideally we would aim to showcase a
combination of both elements, illustrating Limerick’s
dualistic identity.

Visual Check List

Mandatory: Naturalistic Imagery
Always use imagery that feels natural, positive
modern and interesting. Avoid the use of forced
poses, direct eye contact or overly staged scene.
Images should feel recognisably “Limerick”.

GOLD: Pure Brand

Optional: Limerick Panels
The angled lines of “K” from the logo type can also be
used to help increase legibility of copy, as well as
imbuing the artwork with a subtle brand accent. Must
use brand colours.

Optional: Percentage Device
Best-in-class brand communications will utilise
the “Percentage” graphic device used in the
launch campaign.

Visual Check List
Mandatory: Brand Colours
When using the brand’s typography and
graphic elements, we should always employ
the Limerick colour palette (Consult the
brand guidelines).

Mandatory: Naturalistic Imagery
Always use imagery that feels natural, positive
modern and interesting. Avoid the use of forced
poses, direct eye contact or overly staged scene.
Images should feel recognisably “Limerick”.

Silver: Brand Associated

Mandatory: AE/EE Logo
The gradient version of the master logo
must always be present. The secondary
versions can be used if the legibility is
compromised.

Optional: Limerick Panels
The angled lines of “K” from the logo type can also be
used to help increase legibility of copy, as well as
imbuing the artwork with a subtle brand accent. Must
use brand colours.

Mandatory: Edge/Embrace Imagery
Photography should always aim to capture
elements of “edge” or “embrace”. Ideally we
would aim to showcase a combination of both
elements, illustrating Limerick’s dualistic identity.

Optional: Dualistic Copy Approach
Ideally headline or sub-copy lines will play on
contrasting elements. These do not need to
explicitly echo the adjectives of the proposition,
but should highlight Limerick's dualistic identity.

Visual Check List

Mandatory: AE/EE Logo
The gradient version of the gradient logo
must always be present. The secondary
versions can be used if the legibility is
compromised.

Bronze: Brand spirit

Mandatory: Naturalistic Imagery
Always use imagery that feels natural, positive
modern and interesting. Avoid the use of forced
poses, direct eye contact or overly staged scene.
Images should feel recognisably “Limerick”.

Optional: Limerick Panels
The angled lines of “K” from the logo type can also be
used to help increase legibility of copy, as well as
imbuing the artwork with a subtle brand accent. Must
use brand colours

NOTE: With bronze designs, feel free to use non-brand fonts as long as they fit naturally with the design concept and do
not jar with the AE/EE lock up.

Bronze Example: Christmas in Limerick
Bronze Design Credentials
•
•
•

Naturalistic imagery
Master AA/EE logo
Logotype design template (with
brand colour palette)

Note: A silver version of these designs would lean more heavily into Edge/embrace imagery and copy lines.

Bronze imagery: Christmas in Limerick

The Core Design Rules
• DO: Always use the master AE/EE lockup
• DO: Always use naturalistic, seemingly un-staged imagery.
• DO NOT: Manipulate or hybridise the master lock-up. This is an untouchable brand feature and should not be
used as a design vehicle for your campaign. Do not modify it in anyway (shape, font, copy, angle or colour)
and do not merge it with your own campaign lock-ups.
• DO NOT: Deviate from the Limerick brand colours set out in the guidelines, unless you have had express
permission to do so from the council. This particularly applies when using the Limerick icon shape or accent
panels in your artwork. You should use your imagery to bring out the colours that are relevant to your
campaign. E.g. Orange for Halloween, Red for Christmas etc. All requests to expand the Limerick brand
colour palette for a specific campaign will be assessed on a case by case basis. With the brand still its
infancy, it is important that all brand affiliated creative aspires to embed its core design principles.
• DO NOT: Use the Limerick brand features to showcase a totally different, contradictory visual language.
Campaign specific design touches must be applied to the images themselves.
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